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The Trouble with Standards of Proof 

 

1. Preliminaries 

 
Anyone who stands trial is either innocent or guilty of the crime of which they are accused. And every trial 

ends in either conviction or acquittal. This means that every trial results in one of four possible outcomes, 

as follows: 

 

 Guilty Innocent 

Acquitted False acquittal True acquittal 

Convicted True conviction False conviction 

 

There is a clear sense in which the value of these outcomes varies. The false verdicts are bad, while the true 

verdicts are good; the point of a trial system is to convict the guilty and acquit the innocent, not the other 

way around. Moreover, most people have the intuition that the false verdicts differ in how bad they are. 

Most people think it worse to convict the innocent than to acquit the guilty. William Blackstone famously 

said that “the law holds, that it is better that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent suffer” (1769). 

According to Blackstone, then, a single false conviction is worse than ten false acquittals. Along similar 

lines, John Fortescue has suggested that a false conviction is worse than twenty false convictions (1616), 

and Matthew Hale that a false conviction is worse than five false acquittals (1736). Some scholars have also 

suggested that the true verdicts differ in how good they are, although there is less univocal agreement as 

to which is better than the other. For example, Lawrence Tribe (1971) suggests that convicting the guilty is 

more valuable than acquitting the innocent, whereas Patricia Milanich (1981) holds that the reverse is true. 

 

Different trial systems may produce different ratios between these four trial outcomes over a given period. 

For instance, if one trial system produces 100 true acquittals and 25 false convictions in a given year, then 

it produces these outcomes in a 4:1 ratio. If another trial system produces 100 true acquittals but only 10 

false convictions, then produces these outcomes in a different ratio, namely 10:1. A third trial system could 

produce the same ratio of outcomes as the first system, but with different numbers of convictions and 

acquittals. For example, if a trial system produces 800 true acquittals and 200 false convictions, or 200 true 

acquittals and 50 false convictions, then it still produces these outcomes in a 4:1 ratio. 

 

Two families of arguments take these facts about the value of trial outcomes and possible ratios between 

them to have tremendous import for the project of choosing a standard of proof to use in criminal trials. 

These families of arguments suggest that we can use our intuitions about the value of trial outcomes, or 

about the ideal ratios between them, to mathematically derive the optimal standard of proof. 

 

I will call the first family of arguments the “Ratio-to-Standard Strategy”. Here is the strategy: 
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RATIO-TO-STANDARD-STRATEGY: We should choose a standard of proof by first 

settling on an ideal ratio between two or more of the four possible trial outcomes, and then 

choosing the standard that we can expect to produce this ratio of outcomes in the long run. 

 

I will call the second family of arguments the “Utilities-to-Standard Strategy”. Here is the strategy: 

 

UTILITIES-TO-STANDARD STRATEGY: We should choose a standard of proof by first 

settling on utilities for each of the four possible trial outcomes, and then choosing the 

standard that maximizes expected utility in the long run. 

 

The motivation behind these strategies is twofold. First, the phrase “beyond a reasonable doubt” used to 

expresses the standard of proof in criminal trials is notoriously unclear, and jurors sometimes ask for 

clarification as to what it means.1 So, it would be desirable to have a clearer description of the mental state 

that a juror must be in before she votes to convict. Second, for any precise way of understanding this 

standard of proof, it is unclear why precisely this standard would be the right one to use in criminal trials, 

rather than any of its alternatives. This is particularly so if we take the standard of proof to refer to a certain 

probabilistic threshold, such that jurors are asked to vote to convict if and only if the degree to which it is 

reasonable to believe that the defendant is guilty based on the trial evidence surpasses the threshold. For 

instance, if the standard of proof is understood to require a degree of belief of 0.91 or above,2 then it is quite 

natural to ask why the threshold is 0.91 rather than 0.9 or 0.92. The Ratio-to-Standard Strategy and Utilities-

to-Standard Strategy tackle both of these problems simultaneously. By arguing that a certain ratio between 

trial outcomes is intuitively desirable and that a certain standard is the one that will bring about this ratio, 

or that the trial outcomes intuitively have certain utilities and a certain standard maximizes expected utility, 

the strategies offer both a clear interpretation of the phrase “beyond a reasonable doubt” and an intelligible 

consequentialist rationale for our choice of one particular standard over others. 

 

The Ratio-to-Standard and Utilities-to-Standard Strategies are quite popular; for example, Kaplan (1968), 

Cullison (1971), Bell (1987), Connolly (1987), DeKay (1996), Lillquist (2002), and Laudan (2006, ch.3) defend 

versions of one or both of them. Moreover, the two strategies are clearly closely related. After all, those of 

us who think that trial outcomes differ in their value will for that reason prefer certain ratios of outcomes 

to others – we will prefer ratios with more of the more valuable ones and fewer of the less valuable ones. 

And it is hard to imagine why else someone would prefer a certain ratio of trial outcomes, other than 

because she thinks that this ratio best reflects the relative value of the outcomes. One way in which the 

strategies have been taken to be equivalent is mathematically incorrect,3 but that need not concern us here, 

since I will present the problems with each strategy separately. 

                                                           
1 Some courts hold that no attempt should be made to clarify the notion of reasonable doubt – see e.g. U.S. v. Martin-

Tregora, 684 F.2d 485, at 493 (7th Cir. 1982) – and attempts to explain the idea are, in some states, reversible errors. But 

this seems a bad idea, since there are also multiple studies suggesting that jurors’ implicit understandings of the notion 

are clearly incorrect. For example, one study found that many jurors think that proof beyond reasonable doubt requires 

“100% certainty” of guilt (see Kramer and Koenig 1990). Another study found that many jurors think that it requires 

only a preponderance of the evidence (see Strawn and Buchanan 1976). 
2 As some scholars have suggested – see e.g. Nagel (1979), Kaplan (1982). 
3 The false equivalence is as follows. Some scholars have thought that claims about ideal ratios of trial outcomes can be 

directly translated into claims about the relative magnitude of the utilities of these outcomes; for example, Nagel (op. 

cit., p.191) suggests that we can take Blackstone to have thought “that it is ten times as bad to convict an innocent 

defendant as to acquit a guilty one”. But this is an error. Being indifferent between ten false acquittals and one false 

conviction is not the same as the disutility of a single false conviction being ten times the disutility of a single false 

acquittal. This is because cardinal comparisons like “ten times as big” do not really make sense for utilities. Utility is 
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This paper brings bad news: all possible versions of both the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy and the Utilities-

to-Standard Strategy are doomed. Both strategies fail on their own terms, by trying to do something that 

we simply cannot do. Moreover, they fail in a fully general way. We cannot reverse-engineer a standard of 

proof from any desired ratio between any pair or set of trial outcomes, nor from any set of utilities for these 

outcomes. The problem, in a nutshell, is that figuring out which outcomes any possible standard will 

produce would require information that we lack and are unable to acquire. 

 

These strategies already have plenty of detractors. Notably, Lawrence Tribe (1971) worries that placing 

mathematical calculation at the heart of the legal process may distort important values that the legal system 

seeks to express, suggesting that there is something “basically immoral” about attempts to assess the 

relative costs of false convictions and false acquittals (p.1373), and warning that such attempts “make the 

legal system seem… alien and inhuman” (p.1376). Building on Tribe’s remarks, Alex Stein (2005, pp.172-

83) argues that a trial system that explicitly tries to balance false convictions against false acquittals thereby 

acknowledges that it will inevitably convict some innocent people, which amounts to an intentional 

conviction of the innocent – a serious moral wrong. And Alec Walen (2015, p.419) notes that our assessment 

of the comparative degrees of (dis)value of the four possible trial outcomes can be distorted by intuitively 

undesirable factors, such as the deterrent effects that result from a false conviction just so long as the public 

believes that the defendant is guilty. These criticisms challenge the very idea of using mathematical 

calculation and cost-benefit analysis to arrive at a rationale for the selection of a standard of proof. 

 

I am all for mathematical calculation and cost-benefit analysis. So the criticism in this paper will be different 

from those mentioned in the previous paragraph. The problem with the Ratio-to-Standard and Utility-to-

Standard strategies, in my view, is not the mere fact that they use mathematical calculation and cost-benefit 

analysis to justify our choice of a standard of proof. Rather, it is that the particular calculations they require 

cannot be performed. To perform these calculations, we would need information that it is impossible for us 

to acquire. Hence, the strategies fail on their own terms. 

 

At bottom, then, the point of this paper is a basic skeptical point. This point is based on observations that 

are widely made in the existing literature on this topic, but whose import has been underappreciated. Some 

authors have noted these observations and taken them to favor certain versions of the Ratio-to-Standard 

Strategy over others, when in fact – as we will see in §3 – they undermine all versions of this strategy with 

equal force. Meanwhile, some authors have taken these observations to favor the Utilities-to-Standard 

Strategy over the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy, when in fact – as we will see in §4 – the same observations 

scupper this strategy too. Moreover, in the existing discussions of this topic legal scholars have displayed 

a curious optimism about the quality of the evidence presented at criminal trials, which is, I will argue, 

unwarranted. (This is the task of §5.) My conclusions in this paper will therefore be largely negative: the 

existing approaches to rationalizing our choice of a standard of proof all fail, so we had better come up 

with something else. I will close (in §6) by briefly discussing how we might move forward. 

                                                           
measured on an interval scale, like temperature, rather than on a ratio scale, like distance, which means that cardinal 

comparisons may differ depending on our choice of scale. By analogy: there is not really any such thing as one 

temperature being “ten times as big” as another – someone using Celsius would say that 100 degrees is ten times as 

hot as 10 degrees, but someone using Fahrenheit would not think that 212 degrees is ten times as hot as 50 degrees, 

though these expressions refer to the same temperatures. Utility is like this. If someone is indifferent between ten false 

acquittals and one false conviction, what follows is just that, on any scale, the disutility of ten false acquittals must be 

equal to the disutility of one false conviction for her. (This is what it is for her to be indifferent between the two things.)  

This does not determine a scale-independent cardinal relationship between the disutility of two single trial errors. 
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2. Two things we don’t know 

 

Let’s temporarily assume, somewhat unrealistically, that jurors are subject to no biases and always reason 

perfectly based on the evidence presented to them at trial. It follows that two factors jointly determine 

whether any given trial will end in conviction or acquittal. The first is the standard of proof. The second is 

the defendant’s degree of apparent guilt: that is, the degree of confidence in the defendant’s guilt that it is 

reasonable to have based on the evidence presented at trial. Optimal jurors will vote to convict just in case 

the evidence against the defendant raises her apparent guilt to a degree that meets the standard of proof. 

  

This means that three factors jointly determine whether a trial ends with a true conviction, false conviction, 

true acquittal, or false acquittal. The first factor is the defendant’s actual guilt or innocence. This narrows it 

down to two possible trial outcomes right off the bat: if the defendant is guilty, then the possible outcomes 

are a true conviction or a false acquittal, and if she is innocent, then the possible outcomes are a false 

conviction or a true acquittal. The other two factors are the ones just discussed: the standard of proof and 

the defendant’s degree of apparent guilt. These two factors jointly determine whether the defendant is 

convicted or acquitted. 

  

It follows from this that the ratios of trial outcomes produced by a certain system over a certain period also 

depend on three factors. The first factor is the proportion of people on trial who are genuinely innocent as 

opposed to genuinely guilty. This is well-recognized in the existing literature on standards of proof. It is 

widely understood that even two trial systems with an identical number of trials and an identical conviction 

rate can differ in the ratios of outcomes that they produce, and that this can be because the proportion of 

people on trial who are genuinely guilty varies across the two systems. 

  

We can visualize this point using a pair of diagrams: 
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Fig. 1: Two possible sets of ratios of trial outcomes 
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These diagrams represent two possible trial systems, (a) and (b), where proportion is represented by area. 

The horizontal line separating the “Acquitted” row from the “Convicted” row tells us the proportion of 

trials ending in acquittal rather than conviction; in both systems (a) and (b) the line is two-thirds of the way 

down, meaning that two-thirds of defendants are acquitted and one-third are convicted. The vertical line 

separating the “Guilty” and “Innocent” columns tells us the proportion of trials in which the defendant is 

genuinely guilty rather than genuinely innocent; in (a) this line is also two-thirds of the way along, meaning 

that two-thirds of defendants are guilty and one-third are innocent, but in (b) the line is right in the middle, 

meaning that half of defendants are guilty and the other half are innocent. The ratios of trial outcomes are 

represented by the relative size of the corresponding boxes. For example, the ratio of false acquittals to false 

convictions is represented by the relative size of the top-left (guilty-acquitted) and bottom-right (innocent-

convicted) boxes. It is easy to see that this ratio is different in the two trial systems just by looking at the 

diagrams. Indeed, if the proportions are as I have stipulated them, then in trial system (a) 4/9 of trials end 

in false acquittals and 1/9 in false convictions, whereas in trial system (b) 2/6 of trials end in false acquittals 

and 1/6 in false convictions. This yields a 4:1 ratio of false acquittals to false convictions in (a) and a 2:1 ratio 

in (b). In other words, there are twice as many false convictions per false acquittal in system (b) as in system (a), 

though the only thing that varies between them is the proportion of people on trial who are guilty. 

 

That was the first factor on which the ratios of trial outcomes depend. The second and third factors are the 

analogues of the second and third factors in the individual case. In the individual case, these factors are the 

standard of proof and the defendant’s degree of apparent guilt. These determine whether each individual 

defendant will be convicted or acquitted. The analogous factors contributing to the ratios of outcomes 

produced by a trial system are, first, the standard of proof (as in the individual case), and, second, the 

distributions of apparent guilt among the genuinely guilty and among the genuinely innocent.  

 

The idea of distributions of apparent guilt requires some spelling out. Here is another diagram: 
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Fig. 2: A sample distribution of apparent guilt 

 

This plots a possible distribution of degrees of apparent guilt among a group of defendants. The proportion 

of defendants in the group whose apparent guilt is above, say, 0.8 is represented by the area under the 

curve to the right of the 0.8 point on the x-axis, as a proportion of the total area under the curve. In the 

group represented by this diagram, apparent guilt is slightly skewed towards the low end. Most defendants 

have a degree of apparent guilt that is somewhere between 0.2 and 0.6, and only a very small proportion 

of defendants have a degree of apparent guilt above 0.75 – the curve gradually trails off at this point. 
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In theory, one could plot the distribution of apparent guilt among any sub-group of defendants in a given 

trial system over a given period. For instance, one could plot the distribution of apparent guilt for women, 

for defendants with college degrees, or for defendants who own corgis. Similarly, in theory one could plot 

the distribution of apparent guilt for defendants who are genuinely guilty, and for those who are genuinely 

innocent. These distributions are what jointly determine the ratios of trial outcomes produced by a given 

system over a given period, along with the standard of proof and the proportion of defendants who are 

genuinely guilty as opposed to genuinely innocent. To see why this is so, recall that optimal jurors vote to 

convict just in case the evidence against a defendant raises her apparent guilt to a degree sufficient to meet 

the standard of proof. This means that, assuming that jurors are optimal, the proportion of trials ending in, 

say, false conviction is just the proportion of trials in which the defendant is genuinely innocent but her 

apparent guilt is sufficiently high to meet the standard of proof. What proportion this is depends on the 

proportion of defendants who are genuinely innocent, on the standard of proof, and on the distribution of 

apparent guilt among the innocent. Parallel remarks apply to the proportion of trials ending in false 

acquittal, true conviction, and true acquittal. 

 

We can visualize these three factors using a final pair of diagrams: 
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 Degree of apparent guilt 

(c) 

 Degree of apparent guilt 

(d) 

 

Fig. 3: Two possible trial systems 

 

It is difficult to combine information about the distributions of apparent guilt among the genuinely guilty 

and genuinely innocent with information about the proportion of defendants who are genuinely guilty, in 

a single diagram. But here is one way to do it. In Fig. 3, as in Figs. 1 and 2, area represents proportion. The 

upward-facing curve in each diagram represents the distribution of apparent guilt among the genuinely 

guilty, and the downward-facing curve represents the distribution of apparent guilt among the genuinely 

innocent. The proportion of defendants on trial who are genuinely guilty as opposed to genuinely innocent 

is represented by the ratio of the total areas under each curve; in both diagrams, the area under the upward-

facing curve is roughly twice that under the downward-facing curve, meaning that there are roughly twice 
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as many genuinely guilty as genuinely innocent defendants.4 The dashed line represents the standard of 

proof; in both diagrams, it is around 0.8. The proportion of trials ending in a certain outcome is represented 

by the area under the relevant curve that is to the left or right of the dashed line, as appropriate, taken as a 

proportion of the total area under both curves. For example, the proportion of trials ending in false acquittal 

is represented by the area under the upward-facing curve to the left of the dashed line – guilty defendants 

whose degree of apparent guilt is insufficient to meet the standard of proof – as a proportion of the total 

area under both curves. 

 

In trial systems (c) and (d) here, the standard of proof is the same, as is the proportion of defendants who 

are genuinely guilty. We may assume that the number of defendants is also the same. But the ratios between 

trial outcomes are nonetheless quite different, and they could easily have been even more different. Again, 

this is easy to see just by looking at the diagrams. For example, consider again the ratio of false acquittals 

to false convictions. In Fig. 3 this is represented by the ratio of the area under the upward-facing curve to 

the left of the dashed line (guilty-acquitted) to the area under the downward-facing curve to the right of 

the dashed line (innocent-convicted). This differs across the two diagrams, because the distribution of 

apparent guilt among guilty defendants is the same in the two diagrams, but a much higher proportion of 

innocent defendants have a degree of apparent guilt sufficient to meet the standard of proof in (d) than in 

(c). Moreover, we can imagine the distributions of apparent guilt taking all sorts of different shapes, and 

can visualize the changes that this would make to the ratios of trial outcomes, holding all else fixed. Thus, 

these diagrams help us to see the role of the distributions of apparent guilt in determining these ratios. 

 

These observations make trouble for the Ratio-to-Standard and Utilities-to-Standard strategies. The trouble 

arises from the epistemic limitations that these observations throw into sharp relief. We have seen that the 

outcome of each trial depends on the defendant’s actual guilt or innocence, on her degree of apparent guilt, 

and on the standard of proof. Jurors can determine the second and third of those factors. But neither jurors 

nor legislators are in a position to determine whether the defendant is genuinely guilty or genuinely 

innocent. We do not know which defendants are genuinely guilty and which are not – if we did, there 

would be no need for trials! Moreover, even at the end of a trial, the possibility remains that someone who 

is convicted based on her high degree of apparent guilt is in fact innocent, or that someone who is acquitted 

based on her low degree of apparent guilt is in fact guilty. These are the possibilities that give rise to the 

worries about mistaken verdicts that motivate the Ratio-to-Standard and Utilities-to-Standard Strategies. 

But, as we will see in the next two sections, they also render both strategies inviable. 

 

The fact that we are unable to determine which defendants are genuinely guilty and which are genuinely 

innocent means that we are unable to determine the proportion of defendants who are genuinely guilty. It 

also means that we are unable to determine the distributions of apparent guilt among the genuinely guilty 

or among the genuinely innocent. In theory, we could note down the apparent guilt of each defendant in 

our trial system over a given period, and could use this data to plot the distribution of apparent guilt among 

defendants as a whole. But this exercise would tell us nothing as to how that overall distribution breaks 

own into the distributions among the genuinely guilty and among the genuinely innocent. To determine these 

                                                           
4 For aficionados of probability theory: note that this means that the curves cannot be interpreted as probability density 

functions. The relative height of the curves is encoding information about the relative size of the two groups (genuinely 

guilty defendants and genuinely innocent defendants). Thus, the curves of Fig. 3 are more like the box diagrams of Fig. 

1 than they are like probability density functions; the total area under the two curves has probability 1, and the relative 

size of the areas representing each verdict – for example, the area under the “guilty” curve to the left of the dashed line 

(false acquittal) shows the proportion of trials that end in each verdict.  
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two distributions, we would need the facts about who is genuinely guilty and who is not. And, to repeat, 

this is information that we simply cannot acquire. 

 

In short: there are two things besides the standard of proof on which ratios between trial outcomes depend, 

and we are not in a position to know either of them. 

 

 

3. The Ratio-to-Standard Strategy 

 

As a reminder, here is the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy: 

 

RATIO-TO-STANDARD-STRATEGY: We should choose a standard of proof by first 

settling on an ideal ratio between two or more of the four possible trial outcomes, and then 

choosing the standard that we can expect to produce this ratio of outcomes in the long run. 

 

There are many different possible versions of this strategy, because there are many possible ratios between 

trial outcomes with which we may begin. The most popular ratio for these purposes is a 10:1 ratio of false 

acquittals to false convictions, inspired by the quotation from William Blackstone cited in §1.5 But the Ratio-

to-Standard strategy need not be based on the Blackstone ratio. A vast range of putative ideal ratios of false 

acquittals to false convictions, from 1:1 to 1000:1, have been suggested in legal scholarship and public 

opinion (see Volokh 1997 for a disarmingly broad array of intuitions on this issue). The Ratio-to-Standard 

Strategy could operate with any of these suggestions. Indeed, the Strategy is not even bound to begin with 

a ratio of false acquittals to false convictions. There are lots of other pairs of trial outcomes that we might 

fruitfully compare, as we will see shortly. For now, it is worth bearing in mind that the number and variety 

of possible versions of the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy far outstrips the narrow range on which scholarly 

discussion has so far focused. 

 

It should by now be clear what the problem with this strategy is. The problem is that the Ratio-to-Standard 

Strategy requires mathematical calculations that we are in no position to perform. For example, consider 

once more the ratio of false acquittals to false convictions. We saw in §2 that there are two things besides 

the standard of proof on which this ratio depends: the proportion of defendants who are genuinely guilty, 

and the distributions of apparent guilt among the guilty and among the innocent. We have also seen that 

jurors and legislators not only do not know, but cannot find out, either of these things. The simple fact that 

we lack access to the objective facts about who is genuinely guilty and who is genuinely innocent – the 

same fact that gives rise to the need for trials, and to the fear of mistaken verdicts – prevents us from 

determining the proportion of defendants that these groups comprise, or the distributions of apparent guilt 

among them. Since we cannot determine these things, we cannot determine the ratios of outcomes that our 

trial system is producing – from within, we could not tell the difference between trial systems (a) and (b) 

or (c) and (d). Nor can we predict how any possible change to the standard of proof would alter these ratios. 

It is very likely that changing the standard would alter the ratios in some way, as it would change the 

outcome for all defendants whose degree of apparent guilt falls somewhere between the thresholds set by 

the old and new standards. But, without knowing the distributions of apparent guilt, we have no idea what 

proportion of the genuinely guilty or of the genuinely innocent defendants this is. So, we are in no position 

                                                           
5 This quotation clearly does not express the view that a 10:1 ratio is the ideal ratio of false acquittals to false convictions, 

since Blackstone says that ten false acquittals are better than one false conviction, rather than equally good. Nonetheless, 

the 10:1 ratio is now so closely associated with Blackstone’s name that it is too late to correct this interpretive error. It 

has become common practice in the literature to note the error and then set it aside, so I will follow suit. 
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to determine how any proposed change to the standard of proof would affect the conviction rate in either 

of these groups, and thus no position to determine how it would affect the ratios of trial outcomes. 

 

This problem for the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy is fairly well-known in the literature on standards of proof. 

Versions of it have been noted by Allen (1977), Bell (1987), Connolly (1987), DeKay (1996), Lillquist (2002), 

and Laudan (2006), among others. However, the scope of the problem seems to have been underestimated. 

For example, here is Laudan’s explanation of the problem (ibid., pp.73-74): 

 

Judges have limited say, and jurors have no say, over the proportion of truly guilty and 

truly innocent defendants who come to trial. That is a matter for prosecutorial discretion. 

These prosecutorial decisions will dramatically impact the ratio of false acquittals to false 

convictions that actually appears, since the number of false acquittals and false convictions 

depends upon the mix of truly innocent and truly guilty among the defendants… [I]t is 

arguable that there is no machinery for generating a SoP6 that will capture the ratio in 

question for every conceivable distribution of guilty and innocent defendants. 

  

And here is his proposed solution: 

 

But before we resign ourselves to having to pull the SoP blindly out of a hat, it is worth 

exploring whether there isn’t a different ratio of interest that might serve to ground the SoP. 

The obvious alternative candidate is the ratio of true acquittals to false convictions… 

Fortunately, the SoP offers us a way to capture [this ratio] precisely. Indeed, having a SoP 

of (for example) 90 percent will, over the long run, generate convictions of innocent 

defendants no more than 10 percent of the time and, obviously, result in acquittals for at 

least 90 percent of the innocent persons who come to trial.  

 

Thus Laudan takes the epistemic limitations discussed in §2 to favor some versions of the Ratio-to-Standard 

Strategy over others. He notes that the ratio of false acquittals to false convictions depends on the 

proportion of people on trial who are genuinely guilty, in addition to the standard of proof. But he responds 

not by abandoning the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy, but by switching to a different ratio. Laudan is happy 

to foreswear all versions of the Strategy based on the ratio of false acquittals to false convictions, given the 

epistemic limitations involved in applying the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy using this ratio. He suggests that 

we turn to the ratio of true acquittals to false convictions. This ratio is solely concerned with the fate of the 

innocent. So, when we consider only this ratio, it does not matter what proportion of all defendants the 

genuinely innocent defendants comprise. 

 

But Laudan’s revision does not help things at all. The ratio of true acquittals to false convictions is still not 

determined by the standard of proof alone. It, too, is partly determined by something that we do not and 

cannot know: it is partly determined by the distribution of apparent guilt among the genuinely innocent. 

The proportion of innocent defendants who are convicted in our trial system is the proportion whose 

apparent guilt is sufficiently high to meet the standard of proof. That proportion is jointly determined by 

the standard of proof and the distribution of apparent guilt; this is clear from the diagrams in Fig. 3, which 

show that the conviction rate among genuinely innocent defendants can differ across trial systems with the 

same standard of proof, when the distribution of apparent guilt among the genuinely innocent varies. In 

these diagrams, the ratio of true acquittals to false convictions is represented by the ratio of the area under 

the downward-facing curve to the left of the dashed line (innocent-acquitted) to the area under the 

                                                           
6 Laudan uses the acronym “SoP” as an abbreviation for “standard of proof”. 
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downward-facing curve to the right of the dashed line (innocent-convicted). This ratio is visibly different 

in trial systems (c) and (d). 

 

Laudan’s error here is a common one: he assumes that the standard of proof will be roughly equal to the 

conviction rate.7 This assumption underpins his assertion that a standard of proof of 90% will “obviously” 

result in acquittals for at least 90% of innocent defendants. But, far from being obvious, this is simply false. 

Whether any given standard will result in any given conviction rate for any group of defendants depends 

on the distribution of apparent guilt within the group. To emphasize once more: this means that, without 

information about the distribution of apparent guilt within the relevant group, we cannot determine the 

ratio of acquittals to convictions within this group to which any proposed standard of proof will lead. Since 

we are in no position to determine the distribution of apparent guilt among the genuinely innocent, we 

cannot determine the effects of proposed changes to the standard of proof on the ratio of true acquittals to 

false convictions. Laudan’s solution fails. 

 

This is a real problem. We have seen that the same epistemic limitations that prevent us from determining 

the ratio of false acquittals to true convictions to which a standard will lead also prevent us from 

determining the ratio of true acquittals to false convictions to which a standard will lead. One upshot is 

that Laudan’s argument eats itself: the solution that he proposes to the problem he identifies with 

Blackstone’s ratio is in fact subject to the exact same problem, for the exact same reasons. But things are 

worse even than this. In general, the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy’s prospects are grim. We cannot switch to 

yet another kind of ratio between trial outcomes, because the same problem arises for every possible ratio 

between trial outcomes. 

 

To verify that this is so, note that there are six possible ratios between pairs of trial outcomes, any one of 

which legislators might be interested in. They are as follows: 

 

Ratio Interest 

False convictions :  False acquittals Ratio of errors (Blackstone) 

True convictions :  True acquittals Ratio of successes 

False convictions :  True acquittals Fate of the innocent (Laudan) 

True convictions :  False acquittals Fate of the guilty 

False convictions :  True convictions Accuracy of convictions 

False acquittals :  True acquittals Accuracy of acquittals 

  

Just as we may be interested, à la Blackstone, in the ratio of errors produced by our trial system, so too may 

we be interested in what we may call the “ratio of successes”: the extent to which those of our verdicts that 

are correct tend to be acquittals of the innocent as opposed to convictions of the guilty. This ratio similarly 

reflects the inevitable trade-offs between the goals of a trial system; for instance, a trial system that always 

acquits everyone cannot be beaten when it comes to producing acquittals of the innocent, but does as badly 

as it is possible to do when it comes to producing convictions of the guilty. Similarly, just as we may restrict 

our attention, à la Laudan, to the fate of the innocent, so too may we restrict it to the fate of the guilty: this 

is the ratio of true convictions to false acquittals. Both the fate of the innocent and the fate of the guilty are 

ratios that do not depend on the proportion of defendants that are genuinely guilty, though they do each 

                                                           
7 Laudan is far from being the only person to make this error. For example, Judge Weinstein in United States v. Fatico 

interprets probabilistic standards of proof as preferences over error ratios, as if the standard wholly determined the 

conviction rate – in other words, as if apparent guilt had nothing to do with it. The same error is found in Kaye (1979, 

p.45) and in McCauliff (1982, p.1322), among others. 
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depend on one of the two distributions of apparent guilt – either among the innocent or among the guilty 

– so they are roughly as promising as one another. (I am not sure why Laudan focuses on the innocent.) 

Lastly, we could consider the ratio of true convictions to false convictions, or the ratio of true acquittals to 

false acquittals. We would consider these ratios if we just wanted to concentrate on the accuracy of our trial 

system’s convictions, bracketing its acquittals for a moment, or vice versa.  

 

All of these are legitimate reasons to care about the ratio of two outcomes in our trial system. Unfortunately, 

though, none of these six ratios yields a workable version of the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy. All six ratios 

fall at the same epistemic hurdle, since they all depend on the distributions of apparent guilt – either among 

the genuinely guilty, the genuinely innocent, or both. 

 

We have already seen that this holds for the ratio of errors and the fate of the innocent. Parallel reasoning 

shows that the same holds for the ratio of successes and the fate of the guilty. The latter is especially easy 

to see: returning to the diagrams in Fig. 3, we can see that if the distribution of apparent guilt among the 

genuinely guilty were to be skewed toward the high end in one diagram and the low end in the other, then 

the proportion of guilty defendants who are convicted would differ, even if the standard of proof remains 

the same. For the ratio of successes, we need to look at the comparative area of the portion of the upward-

facing curve to the right of the dashed line (guilty-convicted) and the portion of the downward-facing curve 

to the left of the dashed line (innocent-acquitted). This ratio is already different in trial systems (c) and (d). 

A higher proportion of innocent defendants are acquitted in trial system (c) than in (d), while the proportion 

of guilty defendants who are convicted remains roughly the same. So the ratio of successes depends in part 

on the distributions of apparent guilt. 

 

Similar remarks apply to both the accuracy of convictions and the accuracy of acquittals. In Fig. 3, these 

ratios are represented by the relative area of the portions under the two curves that are right of the dashed 

line, for convictions, or left of the dashed line, for acquittals. Again, the ratios are both already different in 

trial system (c) than in trial system (d). System (c) acquits more of its innocent defendants than system (d). 

But the two systems convict roughly the same proportion of their guilty defendants. This means that system 

(c) produces more true acquittals per false acquittal than trial system (d), and that system (d) produces more 

false convictions per true conviction than (c). In other words, the accuracy of both convictions and acquittals 

is better in system (c). So, these ratios, too, depend on the distributions of apparent guilt. 

 

In short, there is no possible version of the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy that could be completed given the 

epistemic limitations we face. Even if we were able to agree on an ideal ratio, we could not move forward 

from this point. All possible versions of the Strategy require us to make use of information that we lack and 

cannot acquire. So no possible version of the Strategy can be made to work. 

 

 

4. The Utilities-to-Standard Strategy 

 

Several previous scholars have noted that the ratio of false acquittals to false convictions in a trial system 

depends on the distributions of apparent guilt and the proportion of defendants that are genuinely guilty 

in addition to the standard of proof. Notably, Michael DeKay (1996) discusses this issue in detail, making 

use of diagrams similar to those that I have used to illustrate the point. He summarizes as follows (p.130):  

 

[I]t is quite difficult to assess the prior odds of guilt, the accuracy of the jury system, the 

conditional probabilities [the probability of acquittal given guilt] and [the probability of 

conviction given innocence], or their ratio – which, after all, is to be held constant. If the 
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court does not have the privilege of observing these quantities, there is no way it can 

establish an appropriate standard of proof. 

 

DeKay does not discuss other ratios of trial outcomes besides the ratio of false acquittals to false convictions, 

but I take it that he would agree with my criticism of Laudan’s purported solution in the previous section.  

 

DeKay has his own purported solution. He suggests that we use a strategy for rationalizing the choice of a 

standard of proof that is different from the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy, though similar in spirit. The idea 

behind this alternative strategy is that it is possible to identify societal assessments of the utility of the four 

possible trial outcomes, and that, once we have these utilities, we can use them to directly calculate an 

optimal standard of proof rather than going via assessments of optimal ratios between these outcomes. If 

we have utilities for each trial outcome, then we can identify a degree of apparent guilt such that expected 

utility is maximized by jurors’ voting to convict just in case a defendant’s apparent guilt meets or exceeds 

this degree. We can then instruct jurors to vote to convict just in case doing so maximizes expected utility. 

 

I will call this the “Utilities-to-Standard Strategy”: 

 

UTILITIES-TO-STANDARD STRATEGY: We should choose a standard of proof by first 

setting on utilities for each of the four possible trial outcomes, and then choosing the 

standard that maximizes expected utility in the long run. 

 

This strategy provides a clear rationale for our choice of a standard of proof that is still based on our view 

of the relative value of the four possible trial outcomes. But it differs from the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy 

in assessing those outcomes directly, rather than assessing the value of possible ratios between them. 

DeKay thinks that his approach is far superior to the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy: he says that the upshot of 

his paper is that “Setting standards of proof in a way that maximizes society’s expected utility is recognized 

as a rationally defensible and potentially attainable goal that requires only carefully considered social 

values as input. On the other hand, the possibility of adopting a specific Blackstone-like error ratio as a 

policy goal is rejected as unworkable… and irrational” (p.100). 

  

DeKay’s specific proposal is as follows. Consider a defendant’s degree of apparent guilt, and call it x. Given 

some estimations of the two distributions of apparent guilt and of the proportion of people on trial who 

are genuinely guilty – as in Fig. 3 – we can calculate the probability that the defendant is genuinely guilty, 

conditional on her apparent guilt being x, and the probability that she is genuinely innocent, conditional 

on her apparent guilt being x. We can then multiply the probability that she is guilty (conditional on her 

apparent guilt being x) by the utility of a true conviction, multiply the probability that she is innocent 

(conditional on her apparent guilt being x) by the utility of a false conviction, and sum the resulting 

amounts. The total is the expected utility of a conviction of someone with this degree of apparent guilt. We 

can calculate the expected utility of acquittal in a parallel way, by multiplying the probabilities that the 

defendant is guilty or innocent (conditional on her apparent guilt being x) by the utilities of a false acquittal 

and a true acquittal respectively, and summing the totals. The degree of apparent guilt at which jurors 

should vote to convict is then the degree at which the expected utility of conviction begins to exceed that 

of acquittal. With this in the background, DeKay supposes that we can identify the societal utility of each 

of the four trial outcomes for a “typical” defendant (p.115). He then offers a formula that uses these utilities 

to identify the degree of apparent guilt x at which jurors should vote to convict, expressed as a ratio between 

the probability of genuine guilt conditional on apparent guilt being x and the probability of genuine 

innocence conditional on apparent guilt being x. 
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The problem with this strategy may already be clear to the reader. It is as follows. DeKay’s formula rests 

on Bayesian calculations of the probabilities that a defendant is genuinely guilty or innocent, conditional 

on her having a certain degree of apparent guilt. But, to perform these calculations, we need to know both 

the distributions of apparent guilt and the proportion of people on trial who are genuinely guilty (i.e., the 

prior probability of guilt). DeKay’s calculations would effectively have us consult the distributions of 

apparent guilt among the genuinely guilty and among the genuinely innocent, find the points under each 

of these curves at which defendants’ degree of apparent guilt is x, and thereby see what proportion of 

defendants whose apparent guilt is x are genuinely guilty and what proportion are genuinely innocent. 

Coupled with information about the prior probability of guilt – the overall proportion of people on trial 

who are genuinely guilty – this tells us the probability that someone is guilty conditional on her apparent 

guilt being x. DeKay is explicit about all this. He uses the expression “P(G|x)” for the probability that 

someone is guilty conditional on their apparent guilt being x, and he offers his formulae using this 

expression. He writes that “These expected utilities depend (sic) the defendant’s apparent guilt, x, because 

apparent guilt is a reliable (but imperfect) indicator of a defendant’s true status” (p.110). But this means 

that performing DeKay’s calculations requires us to determine the two distributions of apparent guilt and 

the proportion of people on trial who are genuinely guilty, to estimate the defendant’s “true status”. And 

that means, in turn, that we cannot perform these calculations if we lack access to such information – as is 

actually the case. 

  

Given this, I am not sure why DeKay recommends his own strategy over the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy. 

This version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy falls at precisely the same epistemic hurdles as the Ratio-

to-Standard Strategy: both ask us to perform calculations requiring information that we cannot obtain.8 We 

saw above that the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy fails on its own terms; even if we settle on a preferred ratio 

of trial outcomes, we are not in a position to determine the standard of proof that will lead to this ratio of 

outcomes, because the calculations by means of which we could do this require us to know two things that 

we cannot know. We have now seen that the Utilities-to-Standard strategy fails in a precisely analogous 

way. Even if we settle on an assessment of the utility of each of the four trial outcomes, DeKay’s formula 

only allows us to identify an expression referring to the degree of apparent guilt at which jurors should 

vote to convict, put in terms of a ratio between the probability of genuine guilt conditional on apparent 

guilt being x and the probability of genuine innocence conditional on apparent guilt being x. Without 

knowing the distributions of apparent guilt or the proportion of people on trial who are genuinely guilty, 

we cannot determine the actual number to which this expression refers. 

 

DeKay’s approach falls within a tradition of legal scholars using expected utility theory to derive optimal 

standards of proof. His approach is unusually upfront about the epistemic limitations facing jurors, in that 

it takes account of the impact of the distributions of apparent guilt on trial outcomes. DeKay allows that 

the probability that a defendant is guilty, conditional on her apparent guilt being x, might be something 

other than x (given the distributions of apparent guilt and the proportion of defendants who are guilty). 

Scholars who employ the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy typically fail to do this. It is more common to see a 

different version of the strategy, on which the probability that a defendant is guilty, conditional on apparent 

guilt being x, is just x. (See, e.g. Kaplan (1968, pp.1071-1077) and Cullison (1969, pp.564-568) for examples 

of this strategy.) This version of the Utilities-to-Standard strategy thus calculates the expected utility of 

conviction in a less sophisticated way than DeKay: we simply multiply the utility of a true conviction by x, 

multiply the utility of a false conviction by 1-x, and sum the results. Similarly, we calculate the expected 

                                                           
8 I am also unsure why DeKay says, as quoted above, that his approach “requires only carefully considered social values 

as input” (op. cit., emphasis added). This is false. His approach requires assessments of the distributions of apparent 

guilt and the proportion of defendants who are genuinely guilty, just as the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy does. 
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utility of an acquittal by multiplying the utility of a false acquittal by x, multiplying the utility of a true 

acquittal by 1-x, and summing the results. Like DeKay, legal scholars who employ this version of the 

strategy usually assume that is possible to figure out the societal value of each possible trial outcome for a 

typical defendant, and then offer a formula that uses these utilities to identify the degree of apparent guilt 

x that maximizes expected utility. 

  

This version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy avoids the problem for DeKay’s strategy just discussed. 

It does not require calculations using information that we lack and cannot obtain. Rather, it requires 

calculations using only the typical utilities of the four trial outcomes and a defendant’s degree of apparent 

guilt. We have been assuming, optimistically, that each body of trial evidence yields a precise degree of 

apparent guilt and that it is always possible to discern what this degree is. And defenders of the Utilities-

to-Standard Strategy assume, again perhaps optimistically, that it is possible to assess the societal value of 

the four trial outcomes for a “typical” defendant in such a way as to assign them precise utilities. So, this 

alternative version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy works only with information that we are assuming 

is available to legislators and jurors. That is a significant advantage.  

  

However, this version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy secures this advantage at the cost of the main 

benefit of DeKay’s approach: unlike DeKay’s version, this strategy completely ignores the impact on trial 

outcomes of the distributions of apparent guilt and of the proportion of people on trial who are genuinely 

guilty. Depending on what these are, the probability that someone is genuinely guilty conditional on her 

apparent guilt being x may be something quite different from x. For instance, it might be that exactly 50% 

of defendants are guilty, and exactly 50% of people with a degree of apparent guilt of 0.3 are in fact guilty. 

In this case, the probability that someone is guilty conditional on her apparent guilt being 0.3 is not 0.3, but 

0.5. Of course, as I have emphasized, we lack the information required to calculate what the probability 

really is. But this does not make it okay to simply pretend that this information is not required. It is required. 

Without taking it into account, we effectively assume that the evidence contributing to a defendant’s 

apparent guilt is never misleading. This is a silly thing to assume in the context of a dispute about how to 

set the standard of proof in a manner that reflects our worries about the possibility of mistaken verdicts. 

So, this simpler version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy works only by ignoring the very epistemic 

limitations that give rise to the question of how we should set the standard of proof. This is, therefore, an 

unpromising strategy. 

  

My argument in this section amounts to a dilemma for defenders of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy. This 

strategy requires us to perform calculations using societal utilities for the four trial outcomes and some sort 

of estimation of the probability of a defendant’s guilt. There are two options here: either this estimation 

will simply use the defendant’s apparent guilt (as most proponents of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy 

do), or it will take account of the two distributions of apparent guilt and the proportion of genuinely guilty 

defendants by using the probability of guilt conditional on the defendant’s having a certain degree of 

apparent guilt (as DeKay does). The former is unacceptable insofar as it ignores precisely those epistemic 

limitations that give rise to worries about mistaken verdicts in the first place. But the latter is unworkable 

insofar as it requires information to which we have no access.  

 

All versions of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy that I have encountered in the existing literature fall on 

one or the other horn of this dilemma. Perhaps an alternative version of the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy 

can be developed that avoids the dilemma. If so, I would be curious to see what it is. 

 

 

5. Why be so skeptical? 
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I have made much of the point that we are unable to determine which defendants are genuinely guilty and 

which are genuinely innocent. Even at the end of a trial, I have insisted, it remains possible that highly 

incriminating evidence was misleading or that poor evidence was presented against a defendant who is 

nonetheless genuinely guilty. These possibilities give rise to the worries about mistaken verdicts that 

motivate the Ratio-to-Standard and Utilities-to-Standard Strategies; the strategies suggest that we respond 

to these worries by setting the standard of proof in a way that reflects the relative costs and benefits of 

mistaken and accurate verdicts. But I have argued that the very same epistemic limitations that motivate 

these strategies also render them unworkable. To identify the standard of proof that maximizes expected 

utility, or the standard most likely to yield a desired ratio of outcomes, we would need to establish the 

proportion of defendants who are genuinely guilty and the distributions of apparent guilt among the 

genuinely guilty and among the genuinely innocent. But this is precisely what we do not know when we 

are unable to determine which defendants are genuinely guilty and which are genuinely innocent. 

 

The reader may think that there is no need to be so skeptical. Sure, she may say, we do not know what the 

distributions of apparent guilt are. But we can and should assume that they are within some range – one 

that reflects our evidence’s being moderately probative. We should have a little faith in the justice system. 

If our practices of gathering and presenting evidence at trial are at least moderately truth-conducive, then 

apparent guilt will tend to be higher for the genuinely guilty than for the genuinely innocent. And isn’t it 

more likely, in general, that someone who is guilty gets found out than that someone who is innocent gets 

framed or misjudged? Similarly, isn’t it more likely, in general, that somebody who has very little evidence 

against them did not commit the crime of which they are accused than that we have simply failed to come 

up with the facts that would incriminate them? So, the objection goes, shouldn’t we simply proceed on the 

assumption that the distributions of apparent guilt are not very misleading? 

 

I think that this objection belies a curious optimism about our trial system that is unwarranted. I have three 

lines of response: the first is a defensive argument, the second is an offensive argument, and the third is a 

general critical comment. I will give each in turn. I will then close this section by noting that these epistemic 

problems look even worse once we jettison the optimistic assumptions that I myself made earlier. 

 

Here is the defensive argument. Once we have acknowledged the possibility of erroneous trial outcomes, 

we should not then insist that the number of erroneous outcomes must nevertheless be low, without any 

further information to support this claim. Why think that there cannot be many mistaken verdicts? After 

all, the prevalence of mistaken verdicts is not a function of our personal level of optimism about the trial 

system. It is a function of the extent to which defendants’ degrees of apparent guilt stray from their actual 

guilt, which depends on how misleading the evidence (including absence of evidence) presented at trial 

can be. This is not something to speculate about from the armchair. If we are going to conclude that the 

distributions of apparent guilt cannot be very misleading, then we need some concrete, positive reason to 

think so. Optimism does not provide evidence for what has been optimistically assumed, so the defender 

of the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard Strategy must say more to support her case. But she must 

tread carefully here, because it is the possibility of erroneous verdicts that lent the Ratio-to-Standard and 

Utilities-to-Standard strategies their initial appeal. So, a defense of either strategy must walk a fine line 

between motivating it and undermining it, since the considerations doing the motivating are the same ones 

that do the undermining. 

 

Here is the offensive argument. Suppose that the defender of the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard 

Strategy agrees to roll up her sleeves and engage in substantive debate about the prevalence of misleading 

evidence. Detractors of the two strategies, like me, have plenty of material on which to draw in this debate. 
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There is plenty of information available outside of trial contexts that suggests that evidence within trials 

may be way off-kilter, at least for certain types of trials – ones involving a particular type of defendant, or 

type of victim, or type of crime, or type of evidence. Here are some examples: 

 

• Police brutality. Some of the recent high-profile cases of police brutality give us reason to think that 

apparent guilt among genuinely guilty police officers might be skewed toward the low end. For 

example, video footage of police officer Michael Slager’s traffic stop of citizen Walter Scott depicts 

Slager shooting Scott six times in the back while Scott fled, then dropping a small object by Scott’s 

body. Slager later claimed that Scott stole his taser. If the small object in the video is the taser, then 

this is video footage of a police officer planting false exculpatory evidence at the scene of his crime. 

Information like this highlights the fact that police officers who commit crimes often have both 

motive and opportunity to alter the amount or quality of evidence available against them. But they 

will not always be caught on video, so we cannot be sure of the extent of this confabulation. (For 

more information and a copy of the video, see Schmidt and Apuzzo 2009.) 

• Arson. We can also learn information outside of trial contexts to suggest that apparent guilt among 

genuinely innocent defendants has historically been skewed toward the high end. For example, in 

2004 Cameron Todd Willingham was executed by the state of Texas – after twelve years on death 

row protesting his innocence – shortly after new expert opinion had concluded that none of the 

putative evidence of arson in Willingham’s original trial had any sound scientific basis whatsoever. 

This opinion has since been repeatedly corroborated. Current scientific opinion is that the factors 

that for decades were treated as evidence of arson by fire investigators, including puddle-shaped 

stains on floors and V-shaped marks on walls traditionally thought to occur only if someone uses 

liquid accelerant, are in fact equally likely to occur if a fire starts by accident. To emphasize: that 

which has been taken as evidence of guilt for years has in fact no probative value whatsoever. This 

provides good reason to think that, at least in arson cases, apparent guilt among the genuinely 

innocent has historically been artificially high. (For Willingham’s story, see Grann 2009). 

• Forensic evidence. There could well be more types of evidence that continue to be relied on in court, 

but that are in fact distorting the distributions of apparent guilt. For a noteworthy set of examples, 

The National Academy of Sciences recently published a scathing report calling into question almost 

all forms of traditional forensic evidence as unsupported by sound scientific research. The report 

challenged fingerprint, hair, ballistics, handwriting, and especially bite mark analysis, stating that 

“[w]ith the exception of nuclear DNA analysis… no forensic method has been rigorously shown to 

have the capacity to consistently, and with a high degree of certainty, demonstrate a connection 

between evidence and a specific individual or source” (National Research Council 2009, p.7). 

Further research into all of these types of evidence is sorely needed. But in the meantime, we should 

be wary in all trials involving such evidence, as these may be further types of trial in which the 

distribution of apparent guilt among innocent defendants is artificially high. 
• Plea bargaining. The vast majority of criminal cases in the USA are resolved using plea bargaining. 

But there is an increasingly well-supported worry that this results in increased guilty verdicts for 

the genuinely innocent, as even the innocent may prefer to accept a bargain than face the prospect 

of a criminal trial and the possibility of a heftier sentence. For example, Dervan and Edkins (2013) 

simulated “the innocent defendant’s dilemma” by accusing students of cheating on a math test 

when they had in fact done no such thing, and found that 56.4% of the students chose to falsely 

incriminate themselves in an official report rather than face an academic review board and possibly 

be forced to enroll in time-consuming remedial Ethics classes. The fact that over half of the innocent 

accepted the “bargain” is already worrying. But we may worry even more given that plea bargains 

often ask defendants to testify against others in exchange for a lighter sentence. Further research is 

needed to determine the extent to which we may reasonably worry about innocent parties being 
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bullied or cajoled into falsely incriminating others, in addition to themselves. But these preliminary 

findings suggest another type of trial in which apparent guilt among the genuinely innocent may 

be unduly high: trials in which a witness has agreed to testify as part of a plea bargain. 

 

If the defender of the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy maintains her cheerful optimism in the face of information 

like this, then she must think either that the relevant phenomena arise in only a very small number of cases, 

or that the myriad ways in which evidence can be systematically misleading somehow cancel each other 

out. The former reply gets less plausible with each new item we learn suggesting that the evidence in certain 

types of trials is likely to be misleading. And the latter reply is, on its face, wildly implausible. So, if she is 

to rationalize her optimism about the quality of the evidence presented at criminal trials, then the defender 

of the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard Strategy has some work to do. 

 

Here is a general critical comment. My opponents have a difficult task ahead of them, and they will need 

hard information and mathematical calculation, not mere optimism, to complete it. To see why this is, recall 

what they are trying to do. The Ratio-to-Standard Strategy attempts to argue for our adoption of a particular 

standard of proof, as opposed to a rough range of possible standards that are somewhat close to one 

another. It approaches this task by settling on a desired ratio between trial outcomes, and then attempting 

to identify the standard that we can expect to produce our desired ratio. Similarly, the Utilities-to-Standard 

Strategy attempts to rationalize our adoption of a particular standard by claiming that it marks the precise 

point at which the expected utility of conviction exceeds that of acquittal. There is room for a little margin 

of error here, but not much room. If we are trying to argue for a particular standard, then one of the things 

we must rule out is the adoption of a standard that is very close to the one we favor, but ever so slightly 

higher or lower. And the more loosey-goosey we are in our estimations of the distributions of apparent 

guilt, the less we can generate precise expectations about the outcomes to which any given standard will 

lead. So, if we have at our disposal only a vague hope that the distributions of apparent guilt fall within 

some vague range, this will not be enough for the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard Strategy to 

yield specific recommendations.  

 

As a final point, let me note that there are some assumptions I made earlier (in §2) that were convenient for 

describing our epistemic limitations, but that themselves embody a degree of optimism about trial systems 

that is unwarranted. I assumed, first, that each body of trial evidence requires a precise degree of confidence 

in a defendant’s guilt, and, second, that jurors are always able to discern what this is and will vote to convict 

or acquit accordingly. The first assumptions rests on a contentious thesis in contemporary epistemology – 

the “uniqueness thesis” – which it is beyond the scope of the present paper to discuss.9 But it is easy to see 

that the second assumption is false. Jurors frequently disagree about a defendant’s degree of apparent guilt. 

So, even if there is a unique degree of confidence required by the trial evidence, jurors cannot all be 

discerning it. With this in mind, the arguments of §§2—4 can now be restated in subjective terms: the idea 

of apparent guilt can be understood simply as the degree of confidence in a defendant’s guilt that jurors do 

in fact have at the end of a trial. This means that the two distributions of apparent guilt should be understood 

as encoding information about the degrees of confidence in guilt that our trial system’s jurors actually have 

at the end of trials, rather than about the degrees of confidence that are reasonable based on the evidence 

presented at trial. Since we still do not know who is genuinely guilty and who is not, it remains the case 

that we could plot the distribution of apparent guilt among defendants as a whole, but we cannot determine 

                                                           
9 Almost everybody working in contemporary epistemology denies that each body of evidence pins down a unique, 

real-valued degree of rational credence for each proposition, even in normal, everyday cases in which the stakes are 

much lower because the cost of error is much less steep. Notable exceptions are White (2005, 2013), Horowitz (2014), 

and Meacham (2014). For a summary see Titelbaum and Kopec (2016). 
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the distributions of apparent guilt among the genuinely guilty or the genuinely innocent. The arguments 

of §§2—4 all still hold following this modification.  

 

Moreover, with this modification in hand, there is now even more reason to expect that the distributions 

of apparent guilt will be skewed in certain types of trials. This is so given the reams of information we have 

from social psychology suggesting that jurors are subject to errors and bias in their reasoning. For example, 

Levinson et al (2010) used a version of the Implicit Attitudes Test, which measures the strength of implicit 

associations between racial categories and other concepts, to find that participants associated black faces 

with the word “Guilty” and white faces with the word “Innocent”. (A follow-up study in 2013 also found 

participants associating black faces with words indicating worthlessness and expendability and white faces 

with words indicating value.) Rachlinski et al (2009) found another strong white preference on the Implicit 

Attitudes Test among white judges. And Levinson and Young (2010) gave participants bodies of fake trial 

evidence, which were identical except for the race of the perpetrator depicted in a photograph (which had 

been altered using photoshop – the photographs were otherwise identical), finding that participants who 

saw a dark-skinned perpetrator were more likely to evaluate the evidence as overall indicating guilt than 

those who saw a light-skinned perpetrator. So, if we are construing apparent guilt subjectively, then we 

have reason to expect that apparent guilt will be higher for black defendants than for white ones, whether 

or not they are actually guilty.  

 

This is just one example. The varieties of implicit bias are many and varied, and research into their effects 

is ongoing. And this is to say nothing of the many other systematic and predictable errors in reasoning that 

people typically make. But, the more of these errors and biases there are, the more reason we have to expect 

jurors to think that the actually innocent appear guilty, or that the actually guilty appear innocent, at least 

in certain types of cases. And there is plenty of evidence for such things. 

 

To sum up: it is true that, if our practices of gathering and presenting evidence in criminal cases are at least 

moderately truth-conducive and our jurors are good at reasoning based on this evidence, then apparent 

guilt will tend to be higher for actually guilty defendants than it is for actually innocent defendants. But 

this is nowhere near enough grounds for optimism to rehabilitate the Ratio-to-Standard or the Utilities-to-

Standard Strategy. To use either strategy, we need to make precise estimates of the distributions of apparent 

guilt. So, the defender of these strategies may find skeptical worries about misleading evidence distasteful, 

but she does need to address them – and to respond to the copious amounts of information suggesting that 

apparent guilt is likely to be frequently askew – if she is to claim that her estimates embody reasonable 

expectations rather than her own blind faith. 

 

 

6. The trouble with standards of proof 

 

I have argued that the two most popular strategies for rationalizing our choice of a specific, clear standard 

of proof in criminal trials are both unworkable. The Ratio-to-Standard Strategy would have us settle on a 

desired ratio between two or more of the four possible trial outcomes, and then attempt to reverse-engineer 

an argument for a certain standard from an intuition in favor of the desirability of a certain ratio. 

Analogously, the Utilities-to-Standard strategy would have us directly assess the social value or disvalue 

of each of the four possible trial outcomes, and then attempt to reverse-engineer an argument for a certain 

standard from these utilities for trial outcomes. But both of these strategies must fail, in all their forms. We 

cannot reason our way from a desired ratio of trial outcomes to a desired standard, since no ratio is 

determined solely by the standard, and to calculate the impact of the other factors on which the ratios 

depend would require information that we cannot acquire. Nor, without access to this same inaccessible 
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information, can we calculate the expected utility of conviction or acquittal for a typical defendant with a 

given degree of apparent guilt. So, these strategies simply do not work. But, without them, we have no 

clarity as to what is meant by “beyond a reasonable doubt”, and no argument for any precise interpretation 

of this standard. 

 

This is the trouble with standards of proof. 

 

One might think that these reflections provide an argument against the whole idea of construing standards 

of proof in probabilistic terms. However, this would hold only if the trouble goes away when we construe 

the standard of proof in qualitative terms. And, in fact, the trouble remains. Suppose that we construe the 

standard of proof non-probabilistically – say, as a state of “moral certainty” (see Commonwealth v. Webster, 

59 Mass. 295, 1850) or “abiding conviction” (114 S. Ct., at 1244), or the absence of “a doubt based on reason 

and common sense” (see Commonwealth v. Ferreira, 373 Mass.  116, 1977) or of a “plausible story” consistent 

with the defendant’s innocence (see Allen 1993). If we still use the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy as a way of 

arguing that jurors should be in our favored non-probabilistic state before voting to convict, then we have 

to argue that requiring jurors to be in this state will produce our desired ratio of trial outcomes – for 

instance, that requiring jurors to be convinced to a moral certainty will produce a 10:1 ratio of false 

acquittals to false convictions. Similarly, to use the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy, we have to argue that 

requiring jurors to be our favored non-probabilistic state maximizes expected utility. But the problem with 

all such claims is clear: there is no way to argue for them. At least the probabilistic models had mathematics 

on their side. By contrast, to claim that using a qualitatively-described mental state as the standard of proof 

will yield a precise, quantitatively-described output evidently goes far beyond what we are able to establish. 

 

The trouble, then, is not with probabilistic models of juror decision-making, but with the Ratio-to-Standard 

and Utilities-to-Standard Strategies themselves. It is ultimately the same trouble, whether the standard of 

proof is conceived in quantitative or qualitative terms. We can even run the same arguments, using the 

same diagrams. This is because, even if a mental state is described qualitatively, jurors can be uncertain 

about what that state is and whether they are in it. This is evident from the fact that jurors often request 

clarification as to the nature of the standard of proof even when a qualitative description has been offered. 

We are imperfect introspectors, and are not completely transparent to ourselves. So, it is not always easy 

to say whether we have been convinced “to a moral certainty”, whether we have an “abiding conviction”, 

and so on. Moreover, like all uncertainty, jurors’ uncertainty as to whether they are in some mental state 

will come in degrees. But they will vote to convict only if they are sufficiently confident – confident to a 

sufficient degree – that they are in this mental state. So, we can formulate a completely general version of 

the trouble with standards of proof by construing the bell-curves in §2’s diagrams as representing jurors’ 

degrees of confidence that the evidence presented at trial is sufficient to put them in the relevant mental state, 

whatever it may be. We cannot argue that any qualitatively-described mental state will yield a precise ratio 

of trial outcomes or will maximize expected utility because we simply have no idea, for any such mental 

state, what these curves look like in our trial system. This means that there really is no possible version of 

the Ratio-to-Standard Strategy or the Utilities-to-Standard Strategy that can be made to work.10 

 

There are three possible responses to the trouble with standards of proof. I’ll go through each in turn. 

                                                           
10 Some research suggests that jurors find it easier to understand the notion of degrees of belief when it is explained in 

quantitative rather than qualitative terms (see e.g. Kagehiro and Stanton 1985). My point in this paragraph suggests 

that, when it comes to the viability of the Ratio-to-Standard and Utilities-to-Standard strategies, this does not matter. 

Neither sort of description of the mental state that jurors must be in before voting to convict avoids the trouble that I  

have discussed in this paper. 
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One possibility is to just keep doing what we’re doing, but to try to do it better. As I mentioned above, it is 

possible to gain evidence outside of trial contexts indicating that apparent guilt will be artificially high for 

innocent defendants and/or artificially low for guilty defendants in certain types of trial. Those who favor 

the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard Strategy could try to acquire as much such information as 

possible, and could use it to make informed estimates about the distributions of apparent guilt. This would 

certainly be an improvement on their current tactic of being optimistic about the distributions’ not being 

wildly askew, with little to rationalize this optimism. An evidence-based understanding of how and in 

what ways trial evidence can be misleading, and of how and in what ways jurors can be biased or easily 

misled, might enable us to use the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard Strategy more accurately.  

 

To be clear, taking this approach means that we would have our work cut out for us. We would have to 

respond to each new piece of information suggesting that apparent guilt may be affected by some irrelevant 

factor by commissioning research into this factor, attempting to discover precisely what kind of influence 

it has and which other factors screen off its influence. We would then have to integrate the results of all this 

research in a regularly-revised estimate of the distributions of apparent guilt among the genuinely innocent 

and genuinely guilty in our trial system. We will need to recalculate regularly, and to revise our standards 

accordingly. Indeed, this approach might favor employing different standards of proof for different types 

of crime, to counterbalance confounding factors elsewhere in the legal system. For instance, if apparent 

guilt is typically artificially low among police officers who are genuinely guilty, then we may want to use 

a lower standard of proof in cases in which the defendant is a police officer, to reduce the number of false 

acquittals. And if apparent guilt is typically artificially high for defendants who are black, then we could 

raise the standard of proof in these trials, to keep false convictions at bay. 

 

There is something edifying about the idea of an empirically-informed legal system, sensitive to cutting-

edge research in psychology and sociology and to scientific information about the probative value of the 

kinds of evidence typically relied on in court. However, there are two serious problems with this approach. 

One is practical, the other philosophical. 

 

The practical problem is a reference-class problem (see Reichenbach 1949, Hájek 2007, and cf. Schauer 2003 

for legal implications). On this approach, when we are trying to determine an appropriate standard of proof 

for a parrticular trial, we will be trying to determine what the defendant’s degree of apparent guilt is likely 

to be if she is genuinely guilty, and what it is likely to be if she is genuinely innocent. We can improve these 

estimates by taking account of some specific information about the defendant and alleged crime, placing 

her in a narrower reference-class than the class of all defendants. But once we start narrowing down, it is 

notoriously difficult to know when or how to stop. For example, if we think that trials whose defendants 

are police officers tend to result in low apparent guilt even for the genuinely guilty, whereas trials whose 

defendants are black tend to result in high apparent guilt even for the genuinely innocent, what should we 

expect in a trial whose defendant is a black police officer? Every trial has very many individuating features, 

and our best empirical research might associate each such feature with a different distribution of apparent 

guilt. This is a widespread problem in probability theory that is so far unsolved. So, the further we progress 

down the empirically-informed route, the more difficult it will become to apply an ever-proliferating set of 

data to the real-life, individual cases with which we are faced. This is a major practical problem. 

 

The philosophical problem is a reprise of the same skeptical worries that motivate this paper. It is this: no 

matter how complex our calculations of the “right” standard of proof for each trial may become, they will 

not ultimately solve the problem posed in §§2—4. No amount of prior research gives us access to the facts 

about which defendants really are guilty and which are innocent. By taking the empirically-informed route, 
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we might be making increasingly accurate guesses as to the distributions of apparent guilt, but we would 

still have no way to verify that this is the case. Our calculations might instead be making our estimations 

of the distributions less accurate than before. This can happen if the information that our research produces 

is itself misleading, or if it is poorly used; for example, if we over-generalize from too few examples, or if 

the results of our psychological studies do not reflect what really happens given the dissimilarity of the lab 

environment from real trials, or if we simply misidentify the variables affecting our results. If any of these 

problems arises, we could end up altering the standard of proof in a direction that in fact makes the ratios 

between trial outcomes or their total utility worse, while our best estimates suggest that we are getting 

better. But, since we can never get beyond our estimates to the facts, we would never come to appreciate 

the depth of these mistakes. 

 

The second possible response to the trouble with standards of proof is to just give up. We could continue 

with the current standard of proof, or randomly pick a new one, while admitting that it has no rationale. 

Or we could eliminate standards of proof altogether, allowing jurors to cast their votes however they fancy. 

 

But I doubt that either of these options would be popular. They would do a terrible job of maintaining the 

apparent legitimacy of our trial system’s verdicts, which is important if we are to encourage compliance 

with the law (see the related remarks in Nesson 1985, pp.1366-1368). More importantly, they would do a 

terrible job of justifying the coercive imposition of state apparatus into the lives of autonomous citizens. To 

admit that the standard of proof has no clear rationale, or to do away with the standard entirely, would 

quite reasonably undermine public confidence in the legal system, because it would in fact undermine the 

legitimacy of the system. This approach is no better than incarcerating people at random. 

 

A third possible response is to find a new strategy to use when thinking about the rationale for our standard 

of proof. I have argued that no version of either the Ratio-to-Standard or Utilities-to-Standard strategies is 

viable. But I have not argued against any other strategies. So, perhaps a wholly new approach can be 

developed. 

 
I have nothing against this proposal. But nor am I able to offer any promising suggestion as to how it might 

go. It is difficult to think of an alternative rationale that does not implicitly depend on an assessment of the 

comparative (dis)value of the four possible trial outcomes, though the criteria for this assessment may vary. 

It is also difficult to think of an alternative strategy that could justify our choice of a particular, precise 

standard of proof – including favoring this standard over slightly more or less stringent ones representing 

marginally greater or lower confidence in the defendant’s guilt. I suspect that a rights-based approach will 

be the most promising alternative, if we can find some rights such that the rationale behind them does not 

depend, even in part, on an implicit assessment of the desirability of the four trial outcomes, and such that 

the extent to which a standard of proof respects the relevant rights does not depend, even in part, on the 

two distributions of apparent guilt.  

 

I leave it to the reader to see whether she can come up with something.  
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